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SURROGATE 
MUM HAD
GEORGIA’S
BABIES

HOW CLINIC HELPED SALPA

US woman gave birth to twin boys for model & hubby

exclusive
BY maeve quigley

A SURROGATE mum gave birth 
to Georgia Salpa’s twin boys, the 
Irish Mirror can reveal.

The model, 30, and her husband 
Joe Penna enlisted the help of a US 
clinic to start their family. Sources 
told how plans for kids were in place 
when they married in May.

Georgia said: “They are the most 
special perfect little babies and we 
are just so in love with them.”

full story: Pages 4&5
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GEORGIA Salpa and her husband 
Joe Penna used a surrogate mum 
to give birth to her twin boys.

Sources close to the Irish model 
revealed she was thrilled when her 
dreams of motherhood were made 
possible by a third party.

One said: “Georgia’s twins were born 
with the help of a surrogate. 

“The surrogate was arranged in the 
US and she is over the moon to have two 
healthy, happy baby boys.”

It is thought Georgia and Joe sought 
help from a surrogacy clinic in a state 
whose laws would allow them both to 
be identified as the parents.

On Sunday, news broke that Georgia 
had become a mum but it was initially 
reported the kids had been adopted.  

The 30-year-old, however, released a 
statement to vehemently deny the  
allegation and the Irish Mirror has 
learned the children were born to a 
surrogate mum.

Georgia said in a statement: “Delighted 
with the arrival of twin boys, the most 
special perfect little babies and we are 
so in love with them.”

Her best pal model Louise Johnston 
is said to have flown last week to meet 
the new arrivals.

Georgia slammed reports she had 
adopted her sons.

She said: “They are not adopted. I 
won’t be posting any photos of them on 
social media as I’d like to keep them 
private. We’re very, very happy.”

The news stunned fans of the model, 
who had been pictured over the past 
few months on her Instagram account 

in bikinis. Georgia and Joe tied the knot 
in May with a secret ceremony in the 
Italian coastal resort of Portofino.

And pals said even then 
plans for parenthood were 
well under way.

One added: “Becoming 
a mum has always been 
high on Georgia’s list of 
priorities and now she has 
achieved that dream.

“Joe is a hedge fund 
manager and his work 
takes him all over the 
world so the couple split 
their time between Dubai, 
London and Spain.

“But as far as the law is 
concern ed ,  Joe  and 
Georgia are mum and dad to the boys, 
regardless of who gave birth.” Georgia 

and Joe were in America on a number 
of different occasions over the past two 
years and honeymooned in California.

They were most recently 
photographed in New 
York eight weeks ago.

A surrogate mother will 
usually have all medical 
bills, living expenses and  
pregnancy-related costs 
paid for by the parents to 
be. Those costs can run 
between €90,000 and 
€135,000 per child.

Georgia was pictured 
wheeling her new bundles 
of joy around London at 
the weekend.

Louise, who was one of 
Georgia’s bridesmaids, has reportedly 
been over to meet the tots. Georgia is 

not the first celebrity to go down the 
surrogacy route as actors Sarah Jessica 
Parker and husband Matthew Broderick 
had twin girls Tabitha Hodge and Marion 
Loretta in 2009.

Delighted SJP heaped praise on the 
woman who helped her complete her 
family, telling US Vogue: “[We] tried and 
tried and tried and tried and tried to get 
pregnant, but it just was not to be, the 
conventional way.

“I would give birth as often as I could, 
if I could. I cherished all the milestones, 
the good and the bad.”

Praising their birth carrier, the Sex 
And The City star described her as 
“strong, bright, independent, thoughtful, 
caring, gracious and generous”.

And she said seeing the girls, now six, 
for the first time was amazing. She 
added: “Meeting your children rather 
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than giving birth to them, it’s as if it’s 
suspended animation. The gestational 
experience is gone.

“It’s as if everything else disappears for 
a moment and the world goes silent. I can’t 
explain it except to say that nothing else 
existed. 

“I don’t remember anything but the 
blanket on the bed that they were lying on 
and my husband’s face and their faces and 
my son’s.

“It’s literally as if sound is sucked from 
the room. Time stands still.

“It’s so different, and equally extraordi-
nary. I am very poor at describing it. But 
it’s amazing.”

Fellow actress Lucy Liu welcomed her 
surrogate son Rockwell Lloyd Liu into the 
world in May.

In 2013 she said she wanted children, 
but added it “just hasn’t happened yet”. 
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TheRe are two types of surrogacy available 
– traditional and gestational.

In the traditional method, as employed 
by pop star elton John and his husband 
David Furnish, a woman is artificially 
inseminated with the father’s sperm. 

She then carries the baby and delivers 
it for the parents to raise. 

A traditional surrogate is the baby’s 
biological mother. That’s because it was 
her egg that was fertilized by the father’s 
sperm or donor sperm.

Gestational surrogacy is where an 
embryo is created using the mother’s egg 
and father’s sperm and then implanted 
into a woman who will carry the baby for 

the pregnancy but has no biological link 
to the child.

The child is genetically related to the 
mother and father who supplied the 
embryo and not the surrogate.

Surrogacy in Ireland is now governed by 
law.

A recent case in the Supreme Court 
posed the question as to who was  
recognised as the mother in a surrogacy 
situation.

But the recently-published Child And 
Family Relationships Act recognises the 
woman who gives birth to a child as the 
mother, regardless of where the egg comes 
from. 

Nicole Kidman and her husband Keith 
Urban had  their second child Faith 
Margaret, who will turn five this month, 
by surrogacy after the actress suffered from 
fertility issues.

Singer elton John and his husband David 
Furnish now have two boys born via a 
surrogate mum – Zachary who will be five 
on Christmas Day and elijah who has just 
turned two.

Over the past few days Georgia’s  
celebrity pals have been tweeting their 
congratulations to the new mum.

Well-wishes have come from models 
Nicola hughes, Sarah Morrissey and Sarah 
McGovern.

And model mum Claudine Keane 
tweeted her best wishes yesterday, saying 
“Congrats @georgiasalpa on your new 
arrivals..so happy for you.”
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